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THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS

Supporting Partners

Network Partners

FALLING WALLS LAB
EGYPT
Thursday, 18th July 2019
Bayt Al Sinnari, Cairo
Mohammad Eltahlawi
Breaking the Wall of Sterilization of Medical Equipment

Waleed Mahrous
Breaking the Wall of Environmental Challenges

Mohamed Mekawy
Breaking the Wall of Unemployment Rate of PWDs

Nouran Elsherazy
Breaking the Wall of Drug Induced Nephrotoxicity

Mohamed Samy
Breaking the Wall of Traditional Archaeological Tourism

Esraa Saleh
Breaking the Wall of Sewage Water

Ahmed Soliman
Breaking the Wall of Chemotherapy Associated Neuropathy

Deema Sorri
Breaking the Wall of Education Limitation

Moustafa Elhamouly
Breaking the Wall of Skin Aging

Maya Talal
Breaking the Wall of Accumulation of Modern Used Bricks

Diana Sami
Breaking the Wall of Diabetic Chronic Wounds

Isra Ali
Breaking the Wall of Diabetic Limbs Loss

**TIMELINE**

7:00 pm
Welcome Note
Ms. Isabell Mering
Director of the DAAD Regional Office Cairo

Prof. Dr. Mahmoud M. Sakr
President of the Academy of Scientific Research and Technology

7:15 pm
Jury Introduction
Ms. Isabell Mering
Director of the DAAD Regional Office Cairo

Mr. Philippe Maupai
Head of Science and Protocol
German Embassy in Cairo

Dr. Rasha Tantawy
Head of Entrepreneurship and Development Department of TIEC

Prof. Dr. Amr Farouk
Assistant to the President of ASRT

Radwa Younes
Senior Incubator Officer of GESR - Misr El Kheir

Sonja Miekley
Head of DEinternational (GACIC - AHK)

Hoda El-Mahgoub
Head of the Cairo Liaison Office of FU Berlin

7:25 pm
Presentations of the Participants (Part I)

8:00 pm
Interview with Lila Ziko - FWL Egypt Winner 2018

8:15 pm
Presentations of the Participants (Part II)

8:45 pm
Networking Break

9:00 pm
Announcement of Winners and Reception

10:00 pm
End of Event